Building Roaring Brook’s Future
Capital Campaign

Roaring Brook Nature Center’s Capital Campaign
“Building Roaring Brook’s Future”
Almost fifty years ago, the Farmington Valley community came together to build the
Roaring Brook Nature Center as we know it today. Now, it is our turn to build the Nature
Center that will remain a vital component of the community into the future.
Our goal is to build a Nature Center that is able provide families, children and adults with
new and exciting educational programs about the natural world around us, while also
providing first rate care for the injured and orphaned wildlife that is brought to our door.
Our plan is to make improvements to the Nature Center by:
a.

Expanding the existing exhibit area so as to provide additional captivating
educational programs to our many visitors.

b.

Creating a state-of-the-art wildlife enclosures to house permanently injured
or rehabilitating raptors and wildlife, replacing our currently inadequate and aging
structures.

c.

Improving the views and visitor experiences with our resident birds of prey.

d.

Creating a medical care facility equipped to accept, treat and care for the
hundreds of injured and orphaned wild animals receives each year so as to prepare
them, wherever possible, for return to the wild.

We need your help. Please join us in investing in Roaring Brook’s future and in helping to
build the new Roaring Brook.
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A. Front Entrance: Kiosk & Garden ………………………………….… $20,000
B. Front Entrance: Reception area & Store…….…………………….… $24,000
C. Porch Expansion / Outdoor classroom .………………………….…. $12,000
D. Discovery / Longhouse Classroom (COMMITTED)………………… $50,000
E. Discovery / Longhouse Exhibit (4 naming opportunities)…….…… $20,000
F. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic ……………………………………………$50,000
G. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Exam & Surgery Room …………… $35,000
H. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Nursery ………………………………. $15,000
I. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Diagnostic Lab……….………….…… $15,000
J. Turtle Pond Enclosure………………………………………………….. $25,000
K. Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – two large enclosures…………..…… $20,000 each
L.

Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – five medium enclosures………..…

$ 8,000 each

M. Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – six small enclosures…………….…… $ 4,000 each
N. Flight pen …………………………………………………..…………... $10,000
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Discovery / Longhouse Classroom (COMMITTED) (page 8)…..…

$50,000

Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic (page 9)………………………………… $50,000
Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Exam & Surgery Room (page 9)….. $35,000
Turtle Pond Enclosure (page 10)……………..……………………….. $25,000
Front Entrance: Reception area & Store (page 6)……………….…

$24,000

Discovery / Longhouse Exhibit (page 8)…………………….………

$20,000

Front Entrance: Kiosk & Garden (page 6)………………………..…

$20,000

Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – two large enclosures (page 11)………. $20,000 each
Porch Expansion / Outdoor classroom (page 7)…………..…….….

$12,000

Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Nursery (page 9)………...………..… $15,000
Wildlife Rehabilitation – Diagnostic Lab (page 9)………………....… $15,000
Flight pen (page 11)……………………………….………..…………….. $10,000
Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – five medium enclosures (page 11)…… $ 8,000 each
Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures –six small Enclosures (page 11)……..….. $ 4,000 each
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Front Entrance

A. Front Entrance: Kiosk & Garden …………………………………… $20,000
B. Front Entrance: Reception area & Store…….………………………

$24,000

These additions will provide an attractive and welcoming entrance to the Nature Center.
The kiosk and garden will allow families and school groups to congregate before embarking
on their Nature Center adventure. The new, bright lobby will provide an area to publicize
upcoming Nature Center events, allow visitors to be greeted upon arrival, and will give our
gift store greater visibility.
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Back Porch Expansion

C. Porch Expansion / Outdoor classroom .…………………………….

$12,000

The expansion of the existing back porch will provide a covered outdoor area for the
Nature Center to teach classes outside even during inclement weather. The area will also
connect the auditorium with the new discovery / longhouse classroom, facilitating
movement throughout the building during school programs and public events.
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Discovery /Longhouse Exhibit

D. Discovery / Longhouse Classroom (COMMITTED)……………….

$50,000

E. Discovery / Longhouse Exhibit (4 naming opportunities)…………

$20,000

An additional classroom will provide much needed space for our educational programs that
are offered year round and reach thousands of children and adults. This classroom will
showcase our existing replica Native American longhouse, allowing the longhouse to be
viewed from three sides instead of the end view currently available. This new classroom will
house additional hands on-exhibits for our visitors and students.
Access to this new room via an interior doorway from the auditorium, as well as an exterior
doorway to the porch, will greatly improve traffic flow throughout the building during
programs, concerts, and special events.
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Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic

F. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic ……………………………………………$50,000
G. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Exam & Surgery Room …………… $35,000
H. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Nursery ………………………………. $15,000
I. Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic – Diagnostic Lab……….………….…… $15,000
Each year the Nature Center accepts hundreds of wild animals that are injured or orphaned.
Each of these animals requires specialized care and facilities to rehabilitate these animals and
release them back into their natural habitats. The Nature Center has designed a state-of-theart Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic to provide the animals with the care they require. This
facility includes a one-way window from the Discovery Classroom into the Exam and
Surgery Room to allow visitors and classes to have a unique view at the rehabilitation that
usually goes on without public visibility.
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Turtle Pond

J. Turtle Pond Enclosure………………………………………………….. $25,000
The central feature of the wildlife enclosures area is the Turtle Pond Enclosure. This pond
will provide ample opportunity for our visitors and classes to view our resident turtles
swimming and basking in this open and sunny turtle pond. Our turtles are a perennial
favorite among our visitors but our current turtle pen is too small, too shady, and makes
viewing of our turtles very difficult.
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Raptor / Wildlife Enclosures & Flight Pen

K. Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – two large enclosures…………………. $20,000 each
L.

Raptor & Wildlife Enclosures – five medium enclosures …………… $ 8,000 each

M. Raptor& Wildlife Enclosures – six small enclosures…………………… $ 4,000 each
N. Flight pen ……..……………………………………………..………….. $10,000
The Nature Center currently houses ten permanently injured birds of prey and houses
hundreds of birds throughout the year in our wildlife rehabilitation program. Our current
raptor enclosures were built in the 1980s and 90s and are at the end of their lifespans and in
most cases are beyond repair. We have an opportunity with this capital project to redesign
the enclosures using state-of-the-art raptor enclosure designs that will benefit the birds as
well as our viewing public. The enclosures will also be designed with the birds, the public,
and ease of maintenance in mind, so that our volunteers and staff can focus on animal care
rather than structural maintenance of the enclosures.
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